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ABSTRACT
During the last years, the world of free/open source geospatial data and software has seen
a rapid growth. This development lead to an abundance of spatial data, mapping and
understanding the features and phenomena found on the surface of the Earth, became
easier. Worldwide natural hazards like floods are a constant threat to build up
environment or agricultural areas. Due to their negative impact on different social and
economic aspects, the need to monitor and map these phenomena has become mandatory.
One of the most used methodologies in the assessment of flooded areas is the use of
remote sensing. With the recent developments in this field, especially in the microwave
wavelength data acquisition, the monitoring, mapping and modeling of these catastrophic
events can be done in a more rapid and precise way. The optimal solution for monitoring
and mapping flooded areas is the use of radar data (SAR). The development of ESA
Sentinel-1 mission, which will provide free data (radar with 10 m spatial resolution and
a revision time of 5 days in constellation mode), set a new milestone in the flood hazard
and risk assessment. This paper proposes a methodology for mapping flood events using
open source data Sentinel-1 provided by ESA (European Space Agency) and SNAP, an
open source ESA software architecture.
Keywords: Sentinel-1, C-band, Radar imagery, Satellite, Remote Sensing, Flood
mapping, Open Source
INTRODUCTION
In the latest years, extreme river floods have had affected European continent [1, 2].
Although in Europe catastrophic events do not have such a high frequency as in other
parts of the Earth, in the last three decades, the continent experienced more than 500
severe flood events, 50.000 causalities, impacting more than 25 million people with
economic losses that reached more than 80 billion € [3]. With more than 3500 flood
events reported for Europe since 1980, of which more than half were recorded after 2000,
it is clear that the number of these severe natural hazards increased significantly. In order
to support the above statement, several examples can be mentioned. The year 2010
distinguishes from the other years due to its highest number of floods reported, 321,
affecting a total of 27 European countries [4]. Among all natural disasters that occurred
in 2016, floods were the most reported one. Four disastrous flood calamities occurred in
Western Europe, above the 2006 – 2015 annual average of 2.2. In Eastern and Southern
Europe, floods are most common, 2016 registering a number of 8 and 7 events for each
region, similar with their 2006 – 2015 annual average of 7.3 and 8.6 respectively [5].
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The continuous transformation of earth features, land use changes, deforestation that
speeds up water run-off, increased heavy precipitations, continuous reduction of
floodplain/wetland areas and their functionalities, anthropic interventions over water
bodies, restraining rivers within their banks and intensification of the hydrological cycle
due to global warming are the main causes of flood events occurrence in Europe [4, 613].
To address this issue and approach the flood risk management at larger scales and in a
more efficient way, the EU has implemented in 2007 a new Directive (2007/60/EC). One
of the main objectives of this regulation implies the territorial mapping of the flood
hazards and flood risks in order to develop integrated flood management plans. In order
to realize this, an increased attention was focused to the development of new
measurements ways of flood parameters and effects, in order to reduce them [14, 15].
This, combined with the demand for closer to near real time information, free data, higher
spatial resolution as well as fast assessment of the damages has forced the European
Commission and the European Space Agency to update its Earth observation programme
previously known as GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) to
Copernicus, a freely and openly accessible monitoring scheme, which provide open
access to its missions and its vast amounts of global satellite data [16].One of the new
missions operational for the Copernicus programme is Sentinel (currently with 3
operational satellites), a mission equipped with a set of newly emerged technologies [17].
The Sentinel satellites (1, 2, and 3 available now) are designed for the specific
requirements of the Copernicus programme, with various application in land, marine,
atmosphere, climate change, emergency management, and security [18, 19]. The goal of
ESA Sentinel missions is to ensure a continuity of data and replace old Earth observation
missions, so that there will be no gaps in the data acquisition, guaranteeing the future
studies integrity [20, 21].
One of the new emerged tool that can be used efficiently in flood management is radar
remote sensing, a tool that recent advancements recommend it as one of the best practice
when it comes to flood mapping during the flood and flood plain mapping after the flood
[22]. The recent years brought a significant development in the quantity and the quality
of radar satellite remote sensing products especially in performance and availability. ESA
Sentinel-1satellite is the perfect example in this case, generating high spatial and temporal
resolution radar data, free of charge [23, 24]. Sentinel-1 satellite was launched on April 3
2014, is a polar orbiting radar mission which has day and night, all weather possibilities
of data acquisition. These particular features recommend this type of data (SAR) as the
optimal solution for monitoring and mapping flooded areas during their development and
stages [25].
The development of ESA Sentinel-1 mission (radar with 10 m spatial resolution and a
revision time of 5 days in constellation mode), set a new milestone in the flood hazard
assessment and risk mitigation [26, 27]. This paper proposes a methodology for mapping
flood events using open source data Sentinel-1 provided by ESA (European Space
Agency) and SNAP, an open source ESA architecture, ideal for the exploitation of radar
Earth Observation data.
DATA AND METHODS
The Sentinel-1 mission consists in a constellation of two polar-orbiting satellites
(Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B), with day and night, all weather operability, which provide
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systematically, C-band synthetic aperture radar satellite imaging data. C-band it is the
name of a nominal frequency range, from 8 to 4 Ghz (3.75 to 7.5 cm wavelength) within
the microwave (radar) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum [28]. The data is acquired
in different modes (Stripmap (SM), Interferometric Wide swath (IW), Extra-Wide swath
(EW), Wave (WV)), each with different predefined acquisition parameters. The
distribution of the products is realized at three levels of processing Level-0, Level-1, and
Level-2. Level-1 data is the type of data accessible for most users. Level-1 products can
be found as Single Look Complex (SLC) or Ground Range Detected (GRD) formats.
These particularities are related to the acquisition mode, product type and on resolution.
Sentinel-1 Level 1 Ground Range Detected GRD radar remote sensing data was used in
this study. Level-1 Ground Range Detected (GRD) products consist of focused SAR data
that has been detected, multi-looked and projected to ground range using the Earth
ellipsoid model such as WGS84 [28]. The data was acquired using the Copernicus Open
Access Hub (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home). Even though the mission is
characterized by enhanced performance in terms of temporal and spatial resolution, the
satellite data archive includes information only from the last 4 years as it is operational
since 2014 (official launch of Sentinel-1A; 3 April 2014). Due to this inconvenience the
observation of certain flood hazards that occurred before April 2014 it is impossible. For
this methodological study, a Sentinel-1B scene, (Level 1 GRD format) showing a recent
South-East European flood event that took place in Albania was acquired. This event was
selected based on the List of EMS Rapid Mapping Activations provided by Copernicus
Emergency Management Service which lists the recent hazardous events that occur
worldwide.
The
list
can
be
consulted
at
the
following
link:
http://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-of-activations-rapid. The flood displayed
by the Sentinel-1B scene mentioned above (see Figure 2 also) took place in the central
part of Albania, starting with 1st of December 2017. The Sentinel-1B image was acquired
in the day of 5th of December and reveals a post event state of the area. The mapping
methodology (Figure 1) was performed using ESA open source software architecture
called SNAP (The Sentinel Application Platform). The SNAP architecture is ideal for
Earth Observation processing and analysis of Sentinel data. The basic function includes:
opening a product, exploring the product components such as bands, masks and tie point
grids, navigation tools and pixel information functionality. The processing steps of the
Sentinel-1A Level 1 GRD image (which incorporates already some basic preprocessing)
consisted in: a) data preparation, area and band of interes subset, depending on the
polarization, VV or VH (vertical - vertical or vertical - horizontal), The SENTINEL-1
SAR is a dual polarization radar. It can transmit a signal and receive in both horizontal
(H) and vertical (V) polarization [28]. b) calibration, this operation created a new product
with calibrated values of the backscatter coefficient, the raw DN values were converted
to sigma and saved in decibel (db) scale; c) speckle-filtering consists in the removal of
the speckle noise, a Lee filter with a window size of 5x5 pixels was used (within a sliding
window of 5 pixels high by 5 pixels wide, a pixel is equal to the local mean and variance
of all pixels within the moving kernel); d) geometric corrections, the geometric
corrections placed the image in the preferred geometry and projected coordinate system.
In our case WGS 84 / UTM zone 34N; e) determination of areas covered by water, water
pixels were determined by using the histogram of the calibrated backscatter coefficient,
and applying a threshold. The water pixels could be separated from the non-water pixels.
Low values on histogram coincide with the water class. The other method used to extract
and differentiate the water pixels from non-water pixels was the supervised classification
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method - Maximum Likelihood, this classify the image pixels by choosing representative
sample sites of already known land cover types [29-40]. To classify the image in two
classes (water and non-water), specific training areas corresponding to each class were
digitize. A full schema of the methodology proposed by this study can be consulted in the
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodological scheme for water pixel delineation

STUDY AREA
According to The Directorate-General for European Civil Protection and Humanitarian
Aid Operation (ECHO), Albania experienced extreme and intense rainfall in the start of
December, causing many rivers to burst their banks and triggering floods in the central
and southern regions of the country. The study area (Figure 2) is located in central part of
Albania in the area of Topojë, Fier Municipality. The study area was selected based on
the List of EMS Rapid Mapping Activations provided by Copernicus Emergency
Management Service. The area was affected by severe rains at the beginning of December
2017.

Figure 2. Location of the study area
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RESULTS
To separate water pixels from non-water pixels a threshold was applied to the image
histogram. The histogram display values of the filtered backscatter coefficient. Low
values displayed on the histogram coincide with the water pixels. In return, the high value
pixels resemble other features. In order to obtain the interval values of true water pixels
that are found in the histogram, a water mask delineating the permanent water bodies of
the region was realized. A vector file showing the permanent water bodies of the area,
obtained from the Geofabrik GmbH - OpenStreetMap data of Albania
(http://download.geofabrik.de/europe/albania.html) was used to create the permanent
water pixel mask. This operation established values interval for certain/true water pixels
located in the study area. The values were situated in an interval between 0.0018 and
approximately 0.025. The mask obtained, was then, applied to the entire image histogram.
The result is a map which displays only true water pixels that resemble the permanent
water mask previously created (pixels in the interval 0.0018 – 0.025) (Figure 3). The
results were exported after in a Google Earth KMZ format, to match with other software
requirement and visualization purposes. In the second method proposed by this study the
water pixels and implicit the flooded areas were extracted using a supervised
classification method. In supervised classification the user supervises the pixel
classification. Several training areas (sample sites of known land cover types) were
collected. The software then applied an algorithm starting from the training sites and
classified the entire image. The algorithm applied was Maximum Likelihood. The
Maximum Likelihood classifier calculates the probability that a given pixel belongs to a
specific class. Each pixel is assigned to the class that has the highest probability. In our
case the pixels were assigned to water or non-water class. The result is a classified image
which delineates the surfaces covered by water from other surfaces (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Water pixels extraction by applying a histogram threshold

To assess the quality of the resulting flood areas, we compare it with the flood map created
by the Copernicus Emergency Management Service (EMS). The Copernicus EMS flood
maps for the event that took place in Albania (1st December 2017) can be found at the
following
web-address:
http://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/list-ofcomponents/EMSR258. A confusion matrix was performed in order to demonstrate the
accuracy of the water mask created. This was based on the results obtained in this study
and the data provided by an official source as Copernicus Emergency Management
System. The overall accuracy obtained for both sets of data was over 90%.
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Figure 4. Water pixels extraction using a supervised classification method

The results were then exported and visualized in Google Earth (Figure 5). To get an
overview about the flood impact over the area, a comparative study was performed using
Google Earth (an open source spatial data visualization tool). The state of the area before
the flood event is displayed beside the hazardous state.

Figure 5. Data visualization in Google Earth (before and after the flood)

CONCLUSIONS
Flood extend mapping is a necessary step in the development of flood risk management
and planned actions. The present maps show the flood delineation in the area of Topojë
(central Albania) as it was on 5th of December 2017. The methodology proposed by this
study investigated the performance of open source SAR imagery, provided by Sentinel1B mission and software architecture provided by ESA, SNAP. The main objective of
this study was to detect the flood water extends in the area of Topojë (central Albania),
using only open source data and software. The open source tools used in this study proved
to be valuable in case of rapid mapping of a hazardous event such as a flood. The temporal
and spatial resolution of the Sentinel-1B imagery allows a continuous and integrated
monitoring of the Earth features with a good revision time. The SNAP software
distributed
free
of
charge
and
available
on
ESA
website
(http://step.esa.int/main/download/) is a tool specially created to manipulate Sentinel-1
satellite data providing all the necessary capabilities and functionalities in terms of pixel
analysis and data extraction. With the continuous increased trend in terms of catastrophic
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events (especially floods), radar imagery can be the perfect solution in the elaboration of
integrated flood management plans. Due to their enhanced acquisition capabilities (day
and night, all weather, fog, smog, light rain, mist etc.), these technique is the best way
when it comes to monitor water bodies (permanent or perennial). The results of this study
demonstrate that for the future, floods can be managed in a more efficient way. Now-adays the availability of SAR data (through Sentinel-1 satellite mission), permits the
monitoring of flood situations and obtain spatial information about the stages of the
floods. This methodology can be easily implemented by any municipality and due to its
open source character can be developed free of cost. It can represent a useful tool in the
flood risk assessment and intervention plans.
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